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Your astrological horoscope (natal chart) at birth is an important key to your personality and character, but your natal chart is not the last word about you. As time moves on after the moment of your birth, the Sun, Moon, and planets continue to circle through the heavens forming ever-changing kaleidoscopic patterns in relation to your own birth chart, bringing out or obscuring this or that part of you.

It can be useful to know how these ongoing planetary patterns relate to your life, and that is what this report is about. Here we calculate the primary astrological changes in your chart and interpret them so that you can see at a glance what is happening at any given time. Your events are arranged and interpreted chronologically, by well-known astrologer Michael Erlewine, and each event includes date and time, keywords, astrological indicator, and an astro-tarot card. We hope you enjoy your forecast.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planet</th>
<th>Sign</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>House</th>
<th>House Cusps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>Gemini</td>
<td>29°Ge14'</td>
<td>10th</td>
<td>18°Vi52'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Gemini</td>
<td>29°Ge45'</td>
<td>10th</td>
<td>11°Li29'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>Gemini</td>
<td>08°Ge45'</td>
<td>9th</td>
<td>10°Sc20'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>Taurus</td>
<td>25°Ta13'</td>
<td>9th</td>
<td>15°Sg33'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>Libra</td>
<td>09°Li04'</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>22°Cp17'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>Scorpio</td>
<td>00°Sc30'</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>23°Aq37'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>Libra</td>
<td>15°Li30'</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>18°Pi52'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uranus</td>
<td>Sagittarius</td>
<td>01°Sg30'</td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>11°Ar29'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neptune</td>
<td>Sagittarius</td>
<td>25°Sg33'</td>
<td>4th</td>
<td>10°Ta20'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pluto</td>
<td>Libra</td>
<td>24°Li10'</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>15°Ge33'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midheaven</td>
<td>Gemini</td>
<td>15°Ge33'</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>22°Ca17'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascendant</td>
<td>Virgo</td>
<td>18°Vi52'</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>23°Le37'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the tradition of astrology the planets have always been interpreted separately from the Sun and the Moon, which are called “The Lights,” and for good reason. They literally light up our life and their combined interaction describes the essence of what is happening to us at any given time. Although called “The Moon Report,” any mention of the Moon automatically involves the Sun, and of course, our Earth. These three, the Sun, Moon, and Earth, in their endless interaction are perhaps the single most important factor to observe in astrology.

The ever-changing relationship in the sky between the Sun and the Moon is perhaps most obvious at the Full Moon, but as we know, it is going on all the time. This report tracks the Sun-Moon relationship as it relates to your particular natal horoscope and birth chart, detailing all of the major events that take place in the current month for a specific life area and planet.

The Moon has always represented the ‘mother’, meaning anything that nurtures or cares for us, our support system, however that is made up. It also indicates our emotional makeup, how we feel about things, and the nostalgia of the past - where we came from.

On the other hand, the Sun represents the ‘father’ principle and the future, where we are heading toward and, to some degree, the means we have to get there. The Sun burns brightly, while the Moon is cool and comforting. The two together mark the endless play between the past and the future, and we here on Earth, are caught right in the middle, that is: the present.
Your Jupiter Forecast

Jupiter is the planet of career and life direction. One of the ancient Sanskrit words for Jupiter is ‘guru’ and Jupiter is literally the guide as well as the path we take through life. The planet Jupiter is always our way through whatever obstacles or circumstances we are currently faced with, including the problems, which usually involves the laws of this universe and the planet Saturn. This is why lawyers are connected to Jupiter. They handle the law, and show us (at times) how to get around the law.

This forecast is about how the planet Jupiter figures in your natal chart and what it portends for the immediate future. It will have much to say about your career and the best path through life for you to tread at this time. We hope you enjoy it.
Jupiter in your Natal Chart

Before we present your Jupiter forecast for the coming months, let’s review how the planet Jupiter is configured in your natal or birth chart. What follows is an interpretation of Jupiter at your birth to the Sun, Moon, and other planets. It should help to give you a general idea of how you related to matters of career and a life path. Here goes:

**Preserving**

You have confidence and pride in whatever you have completed or are currently on, in particular, when it comes to matters of public or private success of some kind, perhaps with your family or your surrounding support structure. You may like to communicate, teach, and tell others about this.

**Conserve Success**

Awareness of what you have accomplished (success) gives you pride, and a handle on just how successful things can be. Also, you show pride and ownership in what you have done, and enjoy telling others about it.

**Word Block**

You find it easy to get a handle on where you are with career plans and ideas, and education or mental advancement, in general. This could be a confidence builder, bringing a sense of accomplishment, or it could bring home how far off the mark you currently are. Some difficult going in these waters, so the key is awareness, not more action on your part. Take a good look.

**Teach Success**

Life may be somewhat difficult at times, but life experiences should find you getting a better handle on career and success plans, and also bring increased awareness of your feelings about your career, in general, and a sense that you have greater control in these areas. You love your career and any path that leads somewhere, and enjoy sharing this with others.
Jupiter Semisextile Mars (Waning)  

The Rules  
You can reduce your efforts to drive forward and to succeed to the bare essentials. You pull back and husband your resources, in preparation for another effort.

Jupiter Conjunct Saturn (Waxing)  

Skillful Ideas  
You are at home with ideas relating to handling the law, lawyers, and all questions of a disciplined career, whatever involves following the law to the letter.

Jupiter Semisextile Uranus (Waning)  

The Core Path  
You are good at paring down ideas relating to innovations and new ideas relating to success and career down to just the core, seed items.

Jupiter Sextile Neptune (Waning)  

Discrimination  
You are skilled at examining and analyzing how to bring more imagination and inspiration into your career path and plans for success. A career of inspiration, but with an analytical twist.

Jupiter Conjunct Pluto (Waxing)  

Strategies  
You have many ideas about success, and about career moves achieved through asserting control and gaining power. You are attracted to depth psychology.
Your Jupiter Forecast

Now that we have reviewed how Jupiter is configured at your birth, let's get to the heart of this report, a forecast as to how Jupiter (matters of career and direction) will play out in the coming months. These are the actual transits that will occur between the Sun, Moon, and other planets in relations to Jupiter, laid out in an easy-to-read calendar-like format.

Each event will be described by date, day of the week, and include an interpretation written by astrologer Michael Erlewine about how that event might appear in your life. This includes a brief keyword description, when you can expect this event to be exact, the astrological jargon professional astrologers can read, and even a little tarot-like card image to jump-start your imagination.

By reading through the activity of Jupiter forecast in the coming months, you basically have a roadmap of how this planet will manifest its nature and play out in your life. We hope you enjoy your forecast.
### Spiritual Goals

**Jupiter Semisextile Neptune (Wax) Transit to Transit**

This is a point where you may find a way to realize your dreams, get some inspiration, and add something more imaginative to your life. What were odd thoughts take on the form of plans in your mind.

| 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | 31 |

### Public Success

**Moon Square Jupiter (Wax) Transit to Transit**

A real turning point related to questions of public success or success with your family and the past, in general. Whether the success was good, bad, or indifferent is not important. Now is when to let it go, detach yourself personally from it, and move on to form a more impartial and impersonal point of view of the whole thing – a natural change.

| 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | 31 |

### Independent Ideas

**Jupiter Conjunct Uranus (Wax) Transit to Transit**

This is the time for new insights and ideas relating to success and career, and perhaps a different kind of life path. Could also involve a search for freedom and independence. Inventions.

| 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | 31 |

### Critical Path

**Moon Sextile Jupiter (Wax) Transit to Transit**

As relates to matters of public or private success (past, family, younger people, etc.), you now have the energy and detachment (discernment) to see what should be maintained, and what can be culled out for the trash bin. This should be an active time for making decisions related to the above matters. Cut out excess.

| 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | 31 |

### Resistance

**Moon Semisquare Jupiter (Wax) Transit to Transit**

Don't push on at this point. In fact, let go of much of whatever you have held on to recently, in particular relating to home and family – your support system. Get along with less.

| 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | 31 |
Friday
Jan 2011
07
Fundamentals
Moon Semisextile Jupiter (Wax) Transit to Transit
Pack it in, cap it off, and generally encapsulate whatever you can take from any recent public or private success involving home and family. Note down lessons learned, and wait for the next round.

Monday
Jan 2011
10
Ideas for Success
Moon Conjunct Jupiter (Wax) Transit to Transit
Visions of success rise to mind, new ideas and ways to work with the public, with younger people, and/or with your own internal support system, to improve it, are in the air, and taking fire. These should turn into plans in the next few days.

Thursday
Jan 2011
13
Plans for Success
Moon Semisextile Jupiter (Wax) Transit to Transit
Plans to succeed, working with public or with younger persons, at first just impulses, here are much clearer, and can be formulated into actual plans to do something about them, although it may be some days down the road.

Friday
Jan 2011
14
Intuition Blocked
Moon Semisquare Jupiter (Wax) Transit to Transit
Plans to succeed, working with public or with younger persons, come up against delays or minor obstacles, perhaps arising from the past. Don't hesitate, but keep patiently moving forward. This is not a time to vacillate.

Saturday
Jan 2011
15
Patience Tried
Moon Sextile Jupiter (Wax) Transit to Transit
Things conspire in your favor just now, and needed energy is there to implement successful plans, in particular related to the public, your family and/or your support environment, and perhaps your working with younger people. However, be cautioned that moving forward just now will require stomaching a few bitter pills from the past. That is the price for progress here.

Monday
Jan 2011
17
Sign of Success
Moon Square Jupiter (Wax) Transit to Transit
A main change or turning point, moving from trying to make plans of success real to actually making that first step to actualization, something substantial that you can build on. This relates to any public ambitions, as well as to what you can draw upon from the past - family and support systems. You have made a start.

Wednesday
Jan 2011
19
Building on Success
Moon Trine Jupiter (Wax) Transit to Transit
A grace period or a graceful period, during which it should be easier to build infrastructure, and generally embody plans related to success with the public, with younger persons, and family. Use this time to get things done related to matters of success. Not a time to stall.
Critical Success

Part of being successful is being able to learn from your experience, be it a success or a failure. This is the point where a critical eye is needed to weed out what worked and what did not. Plenty of energy for this should be at hand, and getting down to the nitty-gritty is just good business. Pull the weeds.

Progress Blocked

This is a time when you can complete and connect plans for success that are already in progress, in particular as relates to working with the public, with younger people, with your own past, and/or support network. But be warned, roadblocks are ahead. There is a curve in the road, and handling that curve involves a change in attitude on your part, leaving off on the gas pedal, and letting whatever you have going just coast for a while. Don't push it.

Communicating

Finish it! A perfect time to complete and connect plans for success that are already in progress, in particular as relates to working with the public, with younger people, with your own past, and/or support network. Explore the details. Get into the fine points. Not a time for starting something new.

Experiencing

This is a time to experience at least some modicum of success related to efforts or plans to work with the public in general, or with younger people in particular. This is when you can enjoy whatever you have been working toward, even if just a little bit. Take a break and live it.

Teaching Others

There is a growing sense of confidence and pride in something you have completed or been working on, something related to a public or private success of some kind, perhaps with your family or your surrounding support structure. You may want to communicate and tell others about this.

Accommodating

Confidence and pride in something you have completed or been working on, related to your family or your surrounding support structure may run into minor blocks or obstacles, turning you away from where you thought you are going, altering your course. This is to be expected, and requires you to change course, taking a more open and responsive attitude.
Preserving
This is time to make some adjustments related to public or private success, in particular, as relates ambitions involving family and your support structure. Not pushing on in the same old way, but a little retro-fitting or tailoring to meet declining expectations is in order. Be realistic!

Public Success
A real turning point related to questions of public success or success with your family and the past, in general. Whether the success was good, bad, or indifferent is not important. Now is when to let it go, detach yourself personally from it, and move on to form a more impartial and impersonal point of view of the whole thing – a natural change.
Wednesday Feb 2011

Critical Path

As relates to matters of public or private success (past, family, younger people, etc.), you now have the energy and detachment (discernment) to see what should be maintained, and what can be culled out for the trash bin. This should be an active time for making decisions related to the above matters. Cut out excess.

Thursday Feb 2011

Resistance

Don’t push on at this point. In fact, let go of much of whatever you have held on to recently, in particular relating to home and family – your support system. Get along with less.

Friday Feb 2011

Fundamentals

Pack it in, cap it off, and generally encapsulate whatever you can take from any recent public or private success involving home and family. Note down lessons learned, and wait for the next round.

Monday Feb 2011

Lock-in Success

Getting the most out of your career or life-path decisions by learning to be content can be marred by problems arising from trying to hang on to the status quo. A slight shift in attitude will remove these, as you learn that letting go means letting it all go on, without your directing it. It already is going on, so go with that.

Monday Feb 2011

Ideas for Success

Visions of success rise to mind, new ideas and ways to work with the public, with younger people, and/or with your own internal support system, to improve it, are in the air, and taking fire. These should turn into plans in the next few days.
Wednesday Feb 2011
09

Plans for Success

Plans to succeed, working with public or with younger persons, are much clearer, and can be formulated into actual plans to do something about them, although it may be some days down the road.

Friday Feb 2011
11

Intuition Blocked

Plans to succeed, working with public or with younger persons, come up against delays or minor obstacles, perhaps arising from the past. Don't hesitate, but keep patiently moving forward. This is not a time to vacillate.

Saturday Feb 2011
12

Patience Tried

Things conspire in your favor just now, and needed energy is there to implement successful plans, in particular related to the public, your family and/or your support environment, and perhaps your working with younger people. However, be cautioned that moving forward just now will require stomaching a few bitter pills from the past. That is the price for progress here.

Monday Feb 2011
14

Sign of Success

A main change or turning point, moving from trying to make plans of success real to actually making that first step to actualization, to something substantial that you can build on. This relates to any public ambitions, as well as to what you can draw upon from the past - family and support systems. You have made a start.

Wednesday Feb 2011
16

Building on Success

A grace period or a graceful period, during which it should be easier to build infrastructure, and generally embody plans related to success with the public, with younger persons, and family. Use this time to get things done related to matters of success. Not a time to stall.

Thursday Feb 2011
17

Progress Blocked

This is a time when you can complete and connect plans for success that are already in progress, in particular as relates to working with the public, with younger people, with your own past, and/or support network. But be warned, roadblocks are ahead. There is a curve in the road, and handling that curve involves a change in attitude on your part, leaving off on the gas pedal, and letting whatever you have going just coast for a while. Don't push it.
Communicating
Finish it! A perfect time to complete and connect plans for success that are already in progress, in particular as relates to working with the public, with younger people, with your own past, and/or support network. Explore the details. Get into the fine points. Not a time for starting something new.

Experiencing
This is a time to experience at least some modicum of success related to efforts or plans to work with the public in general, or with younger people in particular. This is when you can enjoy whatever you have been working toward, even if just a little bit. Take a break and live it.

Teaching Others
There is a growing sense of confidence and pride in something you have completed or been working on, something related to a public or private success of some kind, perhaps with your family or your surrounding support structure. You may want to communicate and tell others about this.

Accommodating
Confidence and pride in something you have completed or been working on, related to your family or your surrounding support structure may run into minor blocks or obstacles, turning you away from where you thought you are going, altering your course. This is to be expected, and requires you to change course, taking a more open and responsive attitude.

Preserving
This is time to make some adjustments related to public or private success, in particular, as relates ambitions involving family and your support structure. Not pushing on in the same old way, but a little retro-fitting or tailoring to meet declining expectations is in order. Be realistic!

Progress on the Path
Here you have some success relating to plans to succeed or develop a better life path through taking control or exercising power are visible. This is a firm start, but gentleness is advised.

Consolidate
Pack it up, taking only what is essential to put together a new and better plan for success is what needs to happen just now. You are down to the bare bones needed to move forward. Humility and flexibility are suggested.
Public Success

A real turning point related to questions of public success or success with your family and the past, in general. Whether the success was good, bad, or indifferent is not important. Now is when to let it go, detach yourself personally from it, and move on to form a more impartial and impersonal point of view of the whole thing – a natural change.
Tuesday  
Mar 2011  
01  

Critical Path  

As relates to matters of public or private success (past, family, younger people, etc.), you now have the energy and detachment (discernment) to see what should be maintained, and what can be culled out for the trash bin. This should be an active time for making decisions related to the above matters. Cut out excess.

Thursday  
Mar 2011  
03  

Resistance  

Don’t push on at this point. In fact, let go of much of whatever you have held on to recently, in particular relating to home and family – your support system. Get along with less.

Friday  
Mar 2011  
04  

Fundamentals  

Pack it in, cap it off, and generally encapsulate whatever you can take from any recent public or private success involving home and family. Note down lessons learned, and wait for the next round.

Sunday  
Mar 2011  
06  

Ideas for Success  

Visions of success rise to mind, new ideas and ways to work with the public, with younger people, and/or with your own internal support system, to improve it, are in the air, and taking fire. These should turn into plans in the next few days.

Wednesday  
Mar 2011  
09  

Plans for Success  

Plans to succeed, working with public or with younger persons, at first just impulses, here are much clearer, and can be formulated into actual plans to do something about them, although it may be some days down the road.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Events/Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thursday, Mar 2011 10</td>
<td>Intuition Blocked</td>
<td>Plans to succeed, working with public or with younger persons, come up against delays or minor obstacles, perhaps arising from the past. Don’t hesitate, but keep patiently moving forward. This is not a time to vacillate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, Mar 2011 12</td>
<td>Patience Tried</td>
<td>Things conspire in your favor just now, and needed energy is there to implement successful plans, in particular related to the public, your family and/or your support environment, and perhaps your working with younger people. However, be cautioned that moving forward just now will require stomaching a few bitter pills from the past. That is the price for progress here.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday, Mar 2011 14</td>
<td>Sign of Success</td>
<td>A main change or turning point, moving from trying to make plans of success real to actually making that first step to actualization, to something substantial that you can build on. This relates to any public ambitions, as well as to what you can draw upon from the past - family and support systems. You have made a start.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday, Mar 2011 16</td>
<td>Building on Success</td>
<td>A grace period or a graceful period, during which it should be easier to build infrastructure, and generally embody plans related to success with the public, with younger persons, and family. Use this time to get things done related to matters of success. Not a time to stall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday, Mar 2011 17</td>
<td>Progress Blocked</td>
<td>This is a time when you can complete and connect plans for success that are already in progress, in particular as relates to working with the public, with younger people, with your own past, and/or support network. But be warned, roadblocks are ahead. There is a curve in the road, and handling that curve involves a change in attitude on your part, leaving off on the gas pedal, and letting whatever you have going just coast for a while. Don’t push it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday, Mar 2011 18</td>
<td>Communicating</td>
<td>Finish it! A perfect time to complete and connect plans for success that are already in progress, in particular as relates to working with the public, with younger people, with your own past, and/or support network. Explore the details. Get into the fine points. Not a time for starting something new.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Experiencing

This is a time to experience at least some modicum of success related to efforts or plans to work with the public in general, or with younger people in particular. This is when you can enjoy whatever you have been working toward, even if just a little bit. Take a break and live it.

Teaching Others

There is a growing sense of confidence and pride in something you have completed or been working on, something related to a public or private success of some kind, perhaps with your family or your surrounding support structure. You may want to communicate and tell others about this.

Accomodating

Confidence and pride in something you have completed or been working on, related to your family or your surrounding support structure may run into minor blocks or obstacles, turning you away from where you thought you are going, altering your course. This is to be expected, and requires you to change course, taking a more open and responsive attitude.

Preserving

This is time to make some adjustments related to public or private success, in particular, as relates ambitions involving family and your support structure. Not pushing on in the same old way, but a little retro-fitting or tailoring to meet declining expectations is in order. Be realistic!

Public Success

A real turning point related to questions of public success or success with your family and the past, in general. Whether the success was good, bad, or indifferent is not important. Now is when to let it go, detach yourself personally from it, and move on to form a more impartial and impersonal point of view of the whole thing – a natural change.

Handling the Law

This is a time and an experience of, at best, overcoming obstacles through careful judgment and adherence to the laws. There is progress through patience. At worst, efforts to succeed are hindered.

Critical Path

As relates to matters of public or private success (past, family, younger people, etc.), you now have the energy and detachment (discernment) to see what should be maintained, and what can be culled out for the trash bin. This should be an active time for making decisions related to the above matters. Cut out excess.
Wednesday
Mar 2011
30

Resistance
Moon Semisquare Jupiter (Wan) Transit to Transit
Don’t push on at this point. In fact, let go of much of whatever you have held on to recently, in particular relating to home and family – your support system. Get along with less.

Thursday
Mar 2011
31

Enter: 03-26-2011
Exact: 03-31-2011
Leave: 04-04-2011

Inspiration Block
Jupiter Semisquare Neptune (Wax) Transit to Transit
This is a time when you may find a way to realize your dreams, get some inspiration, and add something more imaginative to your life. When these efforts bump up against the shores of reality, press on, and don’t be discouraged. Progress here comes through patience at this point.
Conclusion

This is one of "The Lights" series of life-area reports from Matrix Software, one for each of the planets in relations to the astrological lights, the Sun and the Moon, the two most potent chart facts. Feel free to check out the other planet reports. We hope you enjoyed this report and forecast.